
WHAT GIVES YOU WORTH?

How much is a person such a Bill
Gates, or the Walton family (the major owner
of Wal-Mart) worth?  Several billion dollars.
How much is a major sports star such as
Michael Jordan worth?  Millions of dollars.
How much is the wino who sleeps on the
street in the inner city worth?  Is the amount of
money a person has the only measure of
worth?  Is the life of any of these famous
people really worth more than a little child
who's in the Children's Department of our
Sunday School?  Is the mayor of the town
worth more as a person than the man who
sweeps the streets of that town or the guy who
picks up your garbage?  How do we put a
value on a human being?  More importantly,
how does God value a human being?  

We get an idea of the answer to this
question in a situation that Jesus encountered
and a parable that He related as a result of that
encounter.  Jesus was invited to the home of a
Pharisee for a meal on a Sabbath.  A man
wandered in off the street (which was
apparently a common thing to happen).  This
man had "dropsy" or an accumulation of fluid
and was bloated.  It was probably not a very
pleasant sight and most of the people there
would have preferred that he just leave – out
of sight and out of mind.  Jesus had a different
idea.  He asked the guests there if it was lawful
to heal on the Sabbath.  They would not
answer Him.  So Jesus healed the man and sent
him away.  Then he asked a question to put
the situation into proper perspective.  The
question had to do with what a reasonable
person would do if his ox fell into a well on
the Sabbath.  Again they would not answer
Him.  But they got the message that a person
(a human being made in the image of God) is
worth more than an ox.  

The Pharisee had invited many of his
friends and acquaintances to this dinner party
probably because he had been invited to

parties at their homes and it was "pay back"
time.  Who was invited was an indication of
how this host valued people.  Jesus had some
comments about this.

LUKE 14:12-14  Jesus' remarks
address the motive for giving a dinner party or
a luncheon.  On the surface it would appear
that the person is just very generous and he
wanted to do something good.  This would be
like doing a good deed, helping out someone,
etc.  However, if you look beneath the surface
to the motive, then you will find in most cases
that it is not just out of the goodness of the
heart that such a party is given.  Usually there
is an ulterior motive.  You might be trying to
butter up some business associates or a local
politician.  You could be trying to win the
favor of your employer so that you might get
the next promotion.  You could be simply
paying back your friends for inviting you to
their house for a meal.  There are a number of
reasons for hosting a feast and inviting a lot of
people that have absolutely nothing to do with
being generous or doing a good deed.  There
may be nothing wrong with any of the reasons;
however, you don't want to fool yourself or
others by thinking that you are just being
generous.  If you are giving a feast for
altruistic reasons, then invite those that can't
pay you back in any number of ways.  Your
real goodness will be rewarded by God.  

LUKE 14:15  One of the guests picked
up on the reference to the resurrection and
made this comment.  Of course, he was
confident that he would be among those that
would participate in the Kingdom of God.
This prompted Jesus to tell a parable.  This
parable was about a great supper.  The parable
was really about the Kingdom of God and the
fact that although many moral and religious
people are invited that not all will be willing to
enter the kingdom.

LUKE 14:16-20  In this parable, God



is the giver of the great supper or in this case
all those things that God has prepared for the
saved.  Those that got an advanced invitation
were the nation of Israel.  God had dealt with
these people in a special way for centuries.  He
sent prophets and messengers to His people
time after time to call them to come to
Himself.  Time after time they rejected God's
call.  This rejection is pictured in the parable as
people finding excuses for not attending the
supper.  Many of these things sound like
reasonable excuses.  So often, people convince
themselves that they have really good reasons
to avoid surrendering their life to Jesus and
making Him Lord of all.  

In the case of the first excuse, the
person had to go check out a land deal.  How
many times have people let accumulation of
wealth keep them so occupied that they have
no time for God.  They have no time for the
church and many times have no time for
anyone else.  The second excuse had to do
with checking out a team of oxen.  Material
possessions can come between us and God just
as real wealth can.  We can convince ourselves
that it is more important to spend time at the
lake trying out the new boat than to attend
church on Sunday morning.  The third excuse
involved a family situation.  People will many
times use family as an excuse to avoid serving
God or attending a worship time.  A man may
not attend church because his wife is not really
interested in church; however, his wife's lack
of interest in fishing or golf doesn't keep him
from doing these things.

LUKE 14:21-24  The first people that
were invited chose to not participate and as a
consequence they missed out on the blessing
of the feast.  Because of their neglect, the
invitation was issued to the outcast of the
society.  In the interpretation of this parable,
we can see those that were first invited as the
Pharisees –  the strict orthodox religious Jews
who believed in the supernatural and might
readily relate to the Kingdom of God.  Few of

these responded and the invitation then went
to the commoners of the society –  the
fishermen, the tax collectors, the laborers.
Finally, the invitation went to the
non-Hebrews or the Gentiles.  As the gospel
was being proclaimed in the latter part of the
first century, we find Paul going first to the
Jews and then to the Gentiles as he moved
about from place to place on his various
missionary journeys.  

This parable really is a serious warning
to those who would reject Christ and God's
offer of salvation.  Those that refuse God's
grace have no other options, they will miss the
supper, they will miss heaven.  Those who do
not get an invitation will also miss the supper
and that is where we come in.  We are told to
take the invitation to all the world and invite
(compel them) to come.  We are to witness for
Jesus with an urgency that is comparable to
the consequences of a person missing out on
the Kingdom of God -- they will be lost
forever.


